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Elephantine Apparition. 2010-11, Oil on canvas. 32 3/8
x 36 1/4"
I Wanted to Wonder... 2010-11, Oil on canvas. 34 1/4 x
28 1/8"

It's a curious mix that Lavi Daniel conjures
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in relief. The juxtaposition of the two creates
high contrast yet also adds to the complexity
of each.

Tectonic Eruptions 2. 2005-11, Oil paint, wood table. 16
1/2 x 10 1/4 x 12 3/4"

While the color in the paintings is very

Tectonic Eruptions 3. 2005-11, Oil paint, wood table. 14

ordered, the three-dimensionality of the
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corpulent masses of the sculptures are
messes of color mixtures. They seem to

The show runs through August 13 at

encase every color nature has provided the
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eye with and then go onto experiment with
various mergings and contrasts. It is

For more images go to www.laartdiary.com.

especially interesting viewing when you look
at a sculpture that is paired with a painting
- Tracey Harnish
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